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Recent

evidencefor salt wateroceans
beneaththe ice crustsof Europaand
Callisto(1, 2) has bolsteredspeculation thatthese satellitesof Jupitermay harborlife (3, 4). Attentionhas focusedon Europa.The geologyandyoungage of its surface (5, 6) andthe predictedheatflow from
radiogenicdecayandtidaldissipation(7, 8)
suggesta geologicallyactiveinteriorandliquid waterat shallowerdepths.To assessthe
plausibilityof life on Europaand suggest
whichkindsof organismsaremostlikelyto
inhabitthis ocean,we mustlook at the fundamentalrequirements
forlife on Earth.
In additionto liquidwaterand a supply
of suitablechemicalelements,organismson
Earth require a source of energy for
metabolism,growth,maintenance,and reproduction.
This energyis derivedprimarily
from sunlight throughphotosynthesis(in
certainbacteriaand the bacteriallyderived
chloroplastsof plants)or photorespiration
a
(in archaealiving in salty environments);
very small proportion is derived from
geothermallydrivenchemicaldisequilibria.
Thechemicalproductsof thisactivityspana
rangeof oxidationpotentialsthatdrivea cascadeof intermediate
oxidation-reduction
(redox) reactionpairs(see the figure).Organisms on Earthexploitthese thermodynamically favoredreactionsas energy sources,
of oxidantsandreductants
andcombinations
supportvariousmetaboliclife-styles.Before
the evolutionof photosynthesis,organisms
could not use sunlightdirectly,and life on
Earthdependedon abioticsourcesof chemiconcal energyin the formof disequilibrium
centrationsof redoxreactantsdrivenby hydrothermalactivity,solar ultravioletradiation, electricaldischarges,and impacts(9).
All theseredoxpairsaredepletedby abiotic
reactionsandbiologicalactivity,andwithout
an externalenergysourcesuch as sunlight
(or internalgeothermalenergy),chemical
equilibrationwill ultimatelyextinguishall
life. This thermodynamicreality imposes
severeconstraintson any biota on Europa
thatis basedon chemicalenergy.
If an oceanexistson Europa,it is physicallyandchemicallyisolatedby an ice crust
10 to 100km in thickness(1). Wehaveto go
backfarintoEarth'sclimatichistoryto find
a possibleanalogyforthissituation.KilomeE. J. Gaidos and J. L. Kirschvink are in the Geology
and Planetary Sciences Division, California Institute
of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA. E-mail:
gaidos@gps.caltech.edu. K. H. Nealson is in the Center for Great Lake Studies, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee,WI 53204-2944, USA.
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they do not receivesunlightand appearto
be isolatedfromotherecosystems.Thevent
ecosystems,however,dependalmostexclusivelyon oxidants(SO42-, 02, andCO2) dis- The thermodynamics of life. Organismsharsolved and transported
fromthe surfaceto vest energyby couplingenergeticallyfavorable
the deep ocean(12). Morethan99%of the pairsof oxidationand reductionhalf-reactions.
energy availableto known vent biotas is Reactionsof common inorganicsubstratesare
to their redoxpotentialpE at
fromsulfatereduction,sulfuroxidation,and plottedaccording
=
aerobicmetabolism(13). Withoutoxidants 1 atm, pH 7, and 250C(43). [Fe2+]is takento
be 10-5 M.Waterand protonsare not shown in
from the surfaceocean, organismswould the equations.Only redoxreactionpairswith a
haveto rely on low-energymethanogenesis negativenet redoxpotentialcan provideenerand elementalsulfurreduction.The flux of gy. The primarydonorsof photosyntheticPhoavailableenergyfromthesereactionsin the tosystem I (P870) and 11(P680) are strong remost active vent fields is only -5 x 1O-3 ducersin their excitedstate and are used to fix
ergscm-2S-1 (14). Forcomparison,the pri- carbon.In the oxidative(rest) state, only P680
maryproductionin the upperocean(15) is
is capableof oxidizingwater,producingoxygen.
equivalentto a biologicalenergyfluxof -I0
wouldpersistin
Residualdisequilibrium
ergscm-2s-1, andthis is only 0.01%of the
total energyavailablein sunlight.It is un- an ice-covered ocean to the extent that
clearthatsuchlow energyfluxescouldsup- turnoverin the ice crustcan introduceoxidants into the ocean. Diffusion of gases
portextensivelife on the sea floor.
ice is essentially
Life may persist,however,if a flux of throughlow-temperature
oxidantsinto the subsurfaceocean can be zero (16). On a "snowball"Earth,turnover
maintained.To understandhow this might of the ice sheet andtransportof oxygento
happen,we mustcomparethe geology and the ocean could occurthroughsublimation
atmosphere of Europa with that of a andthermallydriventransportof watervaporfromthe equatorto the poles or through
"snowball"Earth.
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ablation by winds. These processes cannot
occur on Europa,and yet its surface appears
to be only 10 to 100 My old (1, 17), however, this may be an underestimate(8). Solidstate convection, predicted in an ice crust
thickerthan about 10 km, would explain the
age and much of the morphology of Europa's surface (5). Europa lacks an atmosphere suitable for photochemistry, but ultraviolet photolysis and radiolysis of ice by
jovian magnetospheric ions generate hydrogen (which escapes from the weak gravity),
molecular oxygen, hydrogen peroxide (18),
and hydroxide radicals within the ice (19).
An estimated oxygen production rate of 109
cm-2 -1 (20) maintains a tenuous but detectable oxygen atmosphere(21). If the flow
of molecular oxygen from surface ice to the
atmosphere is much slower than its subsequent loss by sputtering and solar wind
pickup, a larger reservoir, perhaps .1O22
cm-2, may be stored in a "solid-state atmosphere" within the ice (19, 22). In theory,
continuous transport of this oxygen reservoir to the interface with the relatively reduced ocean waters could provide an energy
flux of -3 x 10-' ergs cm-2 s-1, although the
oxygen-impregnatedouter crust is relatively
rigid and blijile and may only be infrequently subsumed into the intelior (23). Regardless, the estimated energy flux is three orders of magnitude lower than the levels
known to supportecosystems on Earth.
Thus, a mechanism to continuously supply significant oxidants for life in Europa's
ocean is lacking. The continuity of life on a
snowball Earthwould have been ensured by
at least two near-surfaceniches where liquid
water was available for organisms capable
of converting sunlight into biological energy. Water with little or no ice cover would
be found in continental hot springs like the
Yellowstone and Mammoth calderas or over
shallow rifling zones such as Iceland. Also,
liquid water inclusions form around sediment particles heated by the sun at shallow
depths in sublimating ice (24), and bacteria
capable of carrying out photosynthesis at
the low light levels found beneath several
meters of ice (3, 25) would support a food
chain in these near-surfaceenvironments.
In contrast, the surface of Europa is
highly unlikely to support any type of life
requiringliquid water. Surface temperatures
are less than 128 K (26), and the water
melting point is reached only at depths exceeding -20 km, whereas sunlight penetrates to depths of tens of meters only (27).
Cracks in the crust are also unlikely to allow sunlight to reach an interior ocean for
even brief periods (28), contrary to earlier
suggestions (3). Large impacts may puncture the ice shell (29), but these events are
likely to be transient and rare throughout
most of the satellite's history. Transient
1632
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brines could occur at shallow depths over carbon equilibrates under conditions that
diapiric plumes of warm ice (5, 30), but in- produce the oxidant CO2. Subducted carbonates are also outgassed as CO2. Biolodividual diapirs formnon time scales of <10'
years (31) and any brines freeze by conduc- gy can then exploit the energy made availtive cooling in -103 years, brief periods relable by the methanogenesis reaction CO2 +
ative to the turnovertime of the ice cirLst.It 4H2 -X CH4 + 2H20. The hydrothermal
seems unlikely that such bodies of water, production of hydrogen would cease once
isolated and subsequently frozen for 107 oxdiation of the crust was complete, but
plate tectonics has effectively "buffered"
years, could perpetuatea global biosphere.
We are left with geochemical reactions the oxidation state of the crust with that of
such as methanogenesisand elemental sulfur the mantle (40). On Europa, methanogenesis may not be a viable energy source even
reduction as the main driving forces for potential life on Europa. These reactions have if volcanic and tectonic activity are prebeen proposed as the basis for metabolism sent, because its mantle, without the subon the primitive Earth (32), particularlyfor duction of oxidants, could be more reducecosystems in subsurface refugia protected ing than Earth's crust and the 1- to 2-kbar
from the sterilizing effects of large impacts pressure at the water-silicate boundary will
shift the gaseous C02-CH4 equilibrium (at
(33, 34), and as an energy source for life on
other solar system bodies (14, 35). They may a given oxygen fugacity) to higher temperalso be the last resort for life in ice-covered atures. Hydrothermal activity will then
oceans. The energy source is a "geothermo- produce abundant hydrogen, but carbon
couple" created when the direction of a re- will outgas as methane, rather than as
dox reaction at high temperature is oppoCO2. Likewise, sulfur would appear as sulsite to that at low temperaturebut the latter fide rather than as oxidants such as eleis kinetically inhibited, creating disequilibmental sulfur or sulfur dioxide (41). It thus
rium (35). Biological catalysis of the lowappears unlikely that either methanogenesis or elemental sulfur reduction would be
temperaturereactionthen extractsuseful energy from the geothermal gradient. Energy able to support life on Europa.
The above considerations illustrate that
will be available as long as the temperature
differentialpersists and there is a flux of re- nearly all metabolic life-styles on the present Earth would be denied to organisms
actants (typically compounds of carbon,
inhabiting an ice-covered ocean on Europa
sulfur, hydrogen, and iron) through the
because soluble oxidants will not be prohigh- and low-temperatureregimes.
The C, S, and H compounds are replen- duced or transported into the water colished over long periods of time from gases
umn. Geochemical energy could power a
relatively feeble ecology but requires volreleased by the crust ("outgassing") or by
hydrothermal circulation. In contrast, iron, canic resurfacing or plate tectonics. Even
if Europa's interior is geologically active,
involved in many geochemical reactions,
requires replenishment of chemically active energy-generating reactions such as methrock from the mantle by volcanism or tecanogenesis and sulfur reduction used by
tonics. Otherwise, the iron in the reaction terrestrial organisms will not be available
zone will be completely oxidized, geochemto hypothetical life forms because carbon
ical reactions will halt, and any dependent and sulfur will be outgassed as reduced
biology will be extinguished. Hydrothermal ratherthan oxidized species.
This severe paucity of oxidants caualteration at terrestrial mid-ocean ridges
would proceed to completion in less than tions against expectations that diverse,
103 years in the absence of new crust conthriving life will be found in a Europan
ocean. The only plausible oxidants may be
tinuously created by sea-floor spreading.
oxidized metals such as ferric iron. The
On a snowball Earth,plate tectonics, volcanism, and submarinehydrothermalactivity low-temperature reduction of Fe203 by hywould continue unabated.The geodynamics drogen, methane, or (hydrogen) sulfide is
of Europa are completely unknown. It has
thermodynamically favorable especially
been suggested that the satellite may have a under local conditions of low [Fe2+] or
metal core and silicate mantle (36) with an acidic pH (42). These reactions might supestimated heat flow from the metal silicate port a simple ecology within hydrotherinterior 10 to 30% of that of Earth (8) and mally weathered rock percolated by ocean
comparableto that of Mars (37), which has water with dissolved H2, CH4, and H2S.
experienced substantialextrusive volcanism Hydrogen-, methane-, and sulfur-oxidizing
in the past (38, 39). It is plausible,but not esbacteria are ubiquitous on Earth (43), and
two groups of mineral iron-reducing bactetablished, that episodic volcanism and hydrothermal activity may also occur at an ria are known (44). Among the latter are
ocean-mantleboundaiy on Europa.
bacteria that use hydrogen as a reductant.
These organisms may metabolically reHydrothermal alteration of Earth's upper mantle and crust oxidizes iron to pro- semble those that could function in a Europan biogeochemical cycle.
duce the reductant hydrogen. Outgassed
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BEHAVIOR

Selfish

Sentinels
Daniel T. BLumstein

The

The insightthatindividualsmayenhance
fitnessby engagingin activities,suchas cosentinelbehavior,thatbenefittheir
ordinated
the studyof anirelativeshas revolutionized
mal behaviorin the past few decades (5).
Reciprocalaltruism(6), wherebyindividuals
taketurnsin allocatingtime to sentinelduties, is also likelyin highlysocialspeciesin
whichindividualscan easilyrecognizeeach
otherandthereforekeeptrackof thoseshirkassumptions
ing guardduty.Unfortunately,
aboutselflesssentinelbeandpresumptions
haviorhave led some to believe that it is
morecommonandpotentially more complexthan
it really is. More importantly,the assumedmechanisms,althoughtheoretically convenient,may in
factnotbe true.
Recently, Bednekoff
has questioneda variety
of assumptions often
made about the selfless
behaviorof sentinels(1).
He developeda convincing modelto explainhow
apparently coordinated
(Suricata suricatta) that dispels the myth of
kinshipand insteadsupportsthe opposing guarding could emerge
view that sentinelbehavioris a selfish not from individuallyselfish
behavior.He
antipredator
selflessactivity(4).
first notedthattherewas
no concreteevidencethat
The author is in the Departments of Biology and
sentinels were actually
Psychology, Macquarie University, Sydney, NSW
2109, Australia. E-mail:dan@galiform.bhs.mq.edu.au
more likely to be killed

selfless behaviorof sentinels-the
guards who take turns in keeping
watch,puttingthemselvesat risk for
the benefit of others-has alwaysbeen a
humanactivitythatpeople wantto believe
is foundin otherspeciestoo. In a varietyof
birdsand mammals
(1) that live in soEnhancedonline at
www.sciencemag.org/cgi/ cial groups, it is
content/fuWV284/5420/1633
well documented
thatcertainindividuals act as guardswhile othersforage for
food and go abouttheir daily routines.In
some species, individualstrade-offsentinel
dutiesin a coordinatedfashion(2), perhaps
to spreadthe dangerevenlybecauseguards
arebelievedto be exposedto a greaterrisk
of predation(3). Whatselectionprocesses
couldexplainthe existenceof sucha potentially risky behaviorin a large numberof
unrelatedspecies? The popularview has
been that sentinel behavioris influenced
primarilyby kin selection,thatis, individuals tendto engagein behaviorthatbenefits
theirrelatives.But, on page 1640 of this issue, Clutton-Brockand colleaguespresent
an elegantstudy in the Africanmongoose
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while on guardthantheirless vigilant,foraging group mates. Turningthis assumption around,Bednekoff pointed out that
sentinelsmaydetectandavoidapproaching
predatorsmore readilythan foraginganimals.Thus,ratherthanbeingexposedto an
increasedriskof predation,sentinelsmight
actuallybe saferthanthe rest of the group.
Suchan explanationcould accountfor cases where individualscompete for sentinel
positions (7). He also noted that sentinel
behavior could be influenced by a sentinel's nutritionalstate. Hungry animals
would be less likely to engage in sentinel
behaviorthan their better-fedcomrades.
Based on these two assumptions,he concluded that complex sentinel behavior
couldtakeplace in the absenceof any kin,elected henefits
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Bednekoff's theoretical
findings are at the forefront
of contemporarybehavioral
ecological studies that seek
to properlyidentify the role
and scope of kin selection
and to provide alternative
mechanisms to explain the
evolution of behaviors. In
this case, sentinel behavior
Attention! Sentinelbehavior
among suricates (a type of
mongoose), ratherthan being a selfless act that helps
to save a sentinel'srelatives,
confers a benefit on the
guardsthemselves.They are
usually the first to detect
predatorsand are closerthan
their foragingcolleagues to
burrows, down which they
can readilyescape.
1633

